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How
   System Entry
      Phishing – steal credentials
      Guest account Sloppy password management
      Anonymous ftp Buggy software
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          Is it old?  Maybe there are unpatched vulnerabilities
      True Story:

Major company, not to be named, is diligent about 
updating 98% of its computers

The other 2% are the backbone of the company
The decision not to update is made because it is 
believed that updates might cause operational
problems – things are running just fine without

Blam! Bad move – the company is creamed
Estimated damage: $30 million  
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      Determine the operating system
          Is it old?  Maybe there are unpatched vulnerabilities
      Suppose it's some unix-like OS
         Look for executables that can be run by low-privilege
         users and that use higher level privileged account to
         perform a function on behalf of a low-privilege user
         If writable, such an executable can be modified – done
      Look for unmounted file systems
         Try to mount such and do reconnaissance on them
      Look for development tools
         Determine whether source can be compiled
         Determine whether compiled code can be executed
      Look for a working package manager like aptitude 
         Check whether new applications can be installed
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Privilege Escalation

   Reconnaissance – find out what can be done to escalate 
      Use nmap to discover services that are running
      Check access to /etc/ and /var directories
          Allows search for configuration flaws
          Ex: if apache is running it may be possible to run
          code as data or _apache2 or something else
          then try to escalate privilege from there
      Look for known software flaws
          flaws in services, linux kernel, installed software
          packages not updated, old kernel, many ports open

   Try Exploits – check databases against recon results
         Exploit database
             https://www.exploitdb.com/
         Security Focus
             http://www.securityfocus.com/
         Packet Storm
             https://packetstormsecurity.com/

https://www.exploit-db.com/
http://www.securityfocus.com/
https://packetstormsecurity.com/


  

Privilege Escalation

   Example –  
      User has entered the following in /etc/sudoers
          username ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: ALL
      because the user does not like having to type a password
      just to execute a frequent command like aptget

      Anyway, the following is in /etc/group:
           sudo:x:27:username
      Which allows the user to become root

      One day the user is getting ready to kick off a contest when a
      contestant gives the user code that tracks contest scores 
      graphically.   The user studies the code and finds nothing 
      malicious.  The code works beautifully.

      Written inconspicuously is code that adds the contestant key 
      to user's .ssh/authorized_keys file.  The contestant can
      login as username and become root with sudo su

     Game over



  

Privilege Escalation

   Example –  
      User has '.' in its path like this: 
     export PATH=”.:/bin:/usr/bin:...”

      User also has NOPASSWD entry in /etc/sudoers

      Attacker creates code named ls which works like /bin/ls
      but also does any one of a number of things including
      planting an attacker's key in .ssh/authorized_keys
   
      Attacker places ls in directory frequented by user

      User does ls in that directory and attacker has root
      access. 
      



  

Privilege Escalation

   Example –  
      A file has permissions that look like this: 
    rwsrwsrx 1 root root 21 Feb 7 06:55 script.sh

      A user can cat the file and get this:
        #!/bin/sh
        echo Hello

      A user can run the file and see Hello printed
      But if the user tries to modify the file with gedit or emacs
      permission is denied

      However, opening the file in vi, editing, then saving with :w!
      succeeds and the file permissions have changed to

      rwxrwxrx 1 franco franco 21 Feb 7 07:02 script.sh
   
      Whoa!!



  

Privilege Escalation

   Understanding Password Hashes –  
Password hashes are in /etc/shadow
Example:

          $1$7MU7/9.4$GoXVeEw9XqcmuYkdx5XRU.
            $1$7MU8/9.4$zMkDodLsOHKMqbdR7/wdN/
            $1$7MU9/9.4$bUMx5Nc5YQOf.gtHlZOnK.

Try this:
           mkpasswd m md5 123123 7MU7/9.4

Anatomy of a password hash:
           $1$7MU7/9.4$GoXVeEw9XqcmuYkdx5XRU.

                                                   salt+password hash using MD5
                               salt – a random number 
                 hash algorithm
                      1 = MD5
                      2 = Blowfish
                      2a = eksblowfish
                      5 = SHA-256
                      6 = SHA-512



  

Privilege Escalation

   How to Get Windows Password Hashes –  
      With physical access to the Windows system 
         Insert Linux OS on USB and boot into that
             especially http://pogostick.net/~pnh/ntpasswd/ 
         The SAM file is in
             /mnt/Windows/System32/config
          Use instructions at site above to get the hash

      With console access, use Fizzgig's fgdump  

      With network access – sniff the hashes  

      Password cracking tools:
         Cain and Abel
         John the Ripper 

      Rainbow Tables:
         map hashes to passwords for specific algorithms         
         https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow_table#Precomputed_hash_chains 

http://pogostick.net/~pnh/ntpasswd/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow_table#Precomputed_hash_chains


  

Privilege Escalation

   Rainbow Table Example –  
      hello → 0x48AD2E → wonderbread → 0x118823 → stymy

plaintext     plaintext obtained from some function R, inputs on left

                   password hash H of input on the left
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   Rainbow Table Example –  
      hello → 0x48AD2E → wonderbread → 0x118823 → stymy

plaintext     plaintext obtained from some function R, inputs on left

                   password hash H of input on the left

Create a lot of these chains, throw away the guts leaving only 
the starting & ending points, thereby storing relatively little data

Someone gives us a hash h of a password   0x786676

Apply R then H then R then H … until some stored ending point
is hit 

Reconstruct the chain from the starting point using R and H 

If the chain contains h, the preceeding quantity is the password



  

Privilege Escalation

   Testing for Role/Privilege Manipulation –  
      Where a user can make changes to a database an
      application applies functions to record those changes

      A tester attempts to apply those functions as another user.

      Example (from OWASP):
        The following HTTP POST allows the user that belongs 
        to grp001 to access order #0001:

           POST /user/viewOrder.jsp HTTP/1.1
     Host: www.example.com
           ...
     groupID=grp001&orderID=0001

        Can an unauthorized user access this order?



  

Privilege Escalation

   Testing for Role/Privilege Manipulation –  
      Example (from OWASP):
      A server's response to a successful authentication:
    HTTP/1.1 200 OK
    Server: NetscapeEnterprise/6.0
    Date: Wed, 1 Apr 2006 13:51:20 GMT
    SetCookie: USER=aW78ryrGrTWs4MnOd32Fs51yDqp;  
    SetCookie: SESSION=k+KmKeHXTgDi1J5fT7Zz; 
    Contentlength: 247
    ContentType: text/html
      ...
    <form name="aut" method="POST" action="v.jsp"> 
    <input type="hidden" name="profile" value="SysAdmin">
    <body onload="document.forms.autoriz.submit()">
      ...

      Can the tester modify the value of the “profile” field to become 
      system administrator?
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   But Wait   
      How can a service be rendered by the system on behalf
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Privilege Separation

   But Wait   
      How can a service be rendered by the system on behalf
      of a lowly user?   Don't we need privilege escalation? 

      No – use privilege separation

      Privilege separation is especially useful for system
      services that authenticate users and execute privileged
      operations that depend on internal state that is not known
      within the application's confined space.

      Some services must be able to perform operations as root
      Example:
        sshd
           Needs to know the private host key for authentication
           Is able to open pseudo-terminals for clients anytime
           Must retain the ability to act as superuser over long time

     Then the seriousness of programming bugs is amplified as
     There is a long time over which a vulnerability can be 
     activated 



  

Application Confinement

   Isolate an untrusted application from OS operations
       Sandboxing – limited containment environment

       Example: Ubuntu untrusted apps   
          can freely access their own data
          cannot access other applications' data
          cannot access user data
          cannot access privileged portions of the OS
          cannot access privileged APIs, such as Telephony
          may access sensitive APIs with user permission 
              such as Location or Online Accounts.

       Whereas: Ubuntu trusted apps
          can typically access any resources or data available 
              within the user's session
          have limited access to system services and data as 
              defined by the OS – e.g. file permissions



  

   Application sandboxing is controversial

       Its complexity can cause more security problems than 
       the sandbox was originally designed to prevent. 

       The sandbox must contain all the files the application 
       needs to execute, which can create problems between
       applications that need to interact with one another. 

       Example: if a developer builds an application that needs 
       to interact with a device's contacts list, sandboxing might 
       cause that application to lose important functionality

         

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Enforces Containment Policy

       Data and Internet Access Policy:
          Confined app can only be allowed to read and write data 
          from locations that have been approved in advance by the 
          developer
          It can access the Internet only if policy permits
          The device owner may adjust permissions

       Security Policy: 
          A rogue app cannot break out of the sandbox 

          Apps must be developed to run without root-running helpers
          and must be launched without requiring special privileges 

          Apps must support logging of failure events

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
        D-Bus:
          Simple interprocess communication mechanism 
            system-bus: service running with root privileges 
            session-bus: service running with user privileges
              control between any two apps is not enforced

          Any application gaining access to the abstract unix socket 
          can send D-Bus messages to other applications, and 
          impersonate other applications.  

          Application confinement restrictions may be escaped
          Sensitive information may be stolen

See:
http://www.eweek.com/security/researchersdemohowtheyhackedajeepremotelyblackhat.html 

for the jeep exploit  

Note: an abstract unix socket allows binding a UNIX domain 
   socket to a name without that name being created in the 
   file system    

Application Confinement

http://www.eweek.com/security/researchers-demo-how-they-hacked-a-jeep-remotely-black-hat.html


  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
        GConf:
          System for storing application configuration settings
          Applications use a GConf library that communicates 
          with a gconf daemon using D-Bus         

          Any application that can communicate with the gconfd
          or can access the database in the ~/.gconf directory 
          is able to modify settings for other applications. 

          Includes adding plugins executed on application load

          Can lead to escaping the application confinement restrictions

          Sensitive data can be read

          GConf is deprecated but still used  

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
        Gsettings:
          System for storing application configuration settings

          Uses a backend plugin (dconf) to store configuration settings         

          Any application that can access dconf database files 
          can read and modify settings for other applications

          Any application that can communicate with dconfd 
          can read and modify settings for other applications 

          Includes adding plugins executed on application load

          Can lead to escaping the application confinement restrictions.

          Sensitive data can be read. 

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
      Display Manager:    
         Keyboard and mouse sniffing:
            Applications running in the same X server are running 
            with the same security context - so they can capture 
            key and mouse events and even a confined application
            is able to steal passwords and data.
         Screenshots:
            Any application can take screenshots so confined 
            applications can steal data that way  (e.g. scrot)
         Clipboard:
            Any application can access the display server clipboard
            so confined applications can capture and modify sensitive 
            data that is being copied and pasted between applications
         Drag and drop:
            Any application can perform drag and drop operations so 
            confined applications can capture and modify sensitive 
            data that is being dragged between applications, or 
            possibly cause applications to open arbitrary data. 

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
      Display Manager:    
         XSETTINGS:
            The XSETTINGS protocol provides a mechanism for 
            applications running different toolkits such as GTK,
            GTK+, Qt, GUI toolkits to share common settings, such 
            as double-click timeout, and interface colors

            A currently running settings manager maintains an 
            unmapped window on which all settings are stored

            Applications that access X can modify XSETTINGS

            Some toolkits, such as GTK, permit loading arbitrary 
            modules specified with XSETTINGS

            This may lead to escaping the application confinement 
            restrictions

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
      Environment Variables:
         Many libraries allow changing behavior by setting certain 
         environment variables
         For example, GTK allows specifying arbitrary modules to be 
         loaded by setting the GTK_MODULES environment variable
         Environment variables must be inspected and possibly 
         stripped for processes that are spawned by confined 
         applications in order to prevent this being used to escape 
         confinement

      Gnome Keyring:
         A daemon running in a user process for storing secrets and 
         credentials for applications in an encrypted file
         The daemon is accessible over D-Bus and via a unix socket 
         Any application running as the user can access any secret 
         stored in the keyring database 
         An offline attack could possibly result in exposing its contents

         Confined apps should be prevented from reading the database 

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
      Ubuntu online accounts:
         A central location for storing web account credentials 
         Any application running as user can access any account
         information stored in Online Accounts, and can directly 
         access the accounts database file 
         Ubuntu Online Accounts is accessible over D-Bus 
         Confined applications should not be granted access to 
         account information that they don't require for proper 
         operation

      Signals:
         Any application running within the user's context can send 
         a signal to any other running application, for example a
         signal that causes a process to terminate 
         A confined application may attempt to send signals to other 
         processes in order to perform a denial of service, to 
         terminate processes that enforce security, or to replace a 
         running process with itself

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment Challenges
      /proc filesystem disclosure:
         A confined application may attempt to read information 
         about other processes directly from the /proc directory

         For example, it may attempt to perform data collection 
         on which apps are used by the user, the name of documents 
         and websites that are currently open, etc.

      Data and file access:
         How much access should be given to the user's data without 
         an application being able to maliciously access it all

         For example, should an application be allowed to open a 
         picture yet not be allowed to access the entire pictures 
         directory 

         Another example, should an application that is allowed to 
         email to a contact be given access to the whole address 
         book 
         

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor:
         A Mandatory Access Control (MAC) system to confine 
         programs to a limited set of resources 

         AppArmor's security model is to bind access control 
         attributes to programs rather than to users 

         AppArmor confinement is provided via profiles loaded 
         into the kernel, typically on boot

         AppArmor profiles can be in one of two modes: enforcement 
         and complain

         Profiles loaded in enforcement mode will result in enforcement
         of the policy defined in the profile as well as reporting policy 
         violation attempts (either via syslog or auditd) 

         Profiles in complain mode will not enforce policy but instead 
         report policy violation attempts

         /usr/share/apparmor/easyprof/policygroups/ubunutu/1.1
     /etc/apparmor.d

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor:
         Differs from some other MAC systems on Linux: 
             it is path-based, not security-label-based
             allows mixing of enforcement and complain profiles
             uses include files to ease development
             has a far lower barrier to entry than other MAC systems

         Is an established technology used in Novell/SUSE, Mandriva

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor properties: /etc/apparmor.d/usr.sbin.tcpdump
         profiles are simple text files, comments are supported
         absolute paths and file globbing can be used to specify access
         various access controls for files are present
              read
              write
              memory map as executable - e.g. detect try to exec ld.so
              lock file
              create hard link
              execute and inherit a profile
              execute under another profile
              execute unconfined
              ...
         access controls for capabilities
         access controls for networking
         include files are supported to ease devel and simplify profiles 
         variables can be defined and manipulated outside the profile 
         profiles are easy to read and audit

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor properties: /etc/apparmor.d/usr.sbin.tcpdump
         Most specific rule matches
            Example:
               access to 
               @{HOME}/bin/bad.sh 
               is denied with auditing due to 
               audit deny @{HOME}/bin/** mrwkl 
               even though general access to @{HOME} is permitted with
               @{HOME}/** rw 

         If a binary has no profile defined, it is run unconfined

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         D-Bus:
            AppArmor mediates D-Bus requests

            Profile says what is allowed (read, write) and only that
            access is authorized

            Typical permissions: app can access AppMenu, 
            Heads-Up Display (HUD) APIs
            to allow developers to use geolocation

         GConf:
            Blocked by default

            A private GConf service can be spawned per application
            to allow it to read/write its own settings

         Environment variables:
            Profile contains a list of authorized variables for processes 
            that are allowed to be spawned   

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         GNOME keyring:
            By default, not available to applications directly but may 
            be used by other services such as online accounts
            Otherwise, GNOME keyring determines whether a
            requesting app is confined – if so, the app will only be 
            allowed to read credentials that the app stored itself
            Future: cross application credentials access via profile
            or by user permission

         Ubuntu Online Accounts:
            Online Accounts determines whether the requesting app
            is confined then checks its profile and the app will have
            access to credentials for which it has authorization

         Signals:
            Profile determines which signals an app can send to 
            another app 

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Proc Information Disclosure:
            PID variable can be used in rules so that a confined app
            can be prevented from reading /proc information from
            processes

         Installing Applications:
            An application install helper provides a D-Bus API so that 
            AppArmor can mediate access to it. 

            The URI specifies a URL into the app store. 

            When the user clicks on a link to install an app, the browser 
            gives the application install helper the URI and launches 
            the app installer so the user can install the app like normal.

            In this manner, the user then has a contextual prompt 
            (the app installer). 

            The application install helper must not allow applications 
            to be installed without user confirmation.  

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Data and file access:
            PID variable can be used in rules so that a confined app
            can be prevented from reading /proc information from
            Processes

            Generally: when an app needs data or file access outside
            its confined environment a helper daemon is called on
            behalf of the application to provide it

            The helper daemon also performs content filtering on 
            files and data that are read and saved in order to 
            sanitize them from security issues

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Display Manager (MIR):
            A new MIR display manager is used (replaces X windows)
            - addresses drag-and-drop, screenshots, keyboard/mouse 
              sniffing, clipboard, XSETTINGS issues

            - Has plugins supporting security hooks to, for example.
              determine whether an application is authorized for
              clipboard access

           

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Display Manager (MIR):
            X shares a lot of system state across process boundaries

            A system-level UI that is meant to provide a beautiful and 
            consistent user experience is likely to require tight control 
            over the overall system state

            X's input model is complex and allows applications to spoof 
            input events they do not own 

            On the one hand, this raises serious security concerns, 
            especially regarding mobile platforms 

            On the other hand, adjusting and extending X's input model 
            is difficult and supporting features like input event batching 
            and compression, motion event prediction together with 
            associated power-saving strategies or flexible syncing 
            schemes for aligning input event delivery and rendering 
            operations is also too complex to do

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Helpers:
            Apps may want access to various data or services, 
            such as Contacts, Calendar, Location, Sensors, etc.
            Such access happens via an out-of-process helper with  
            D-Bus

            In this manner, AppArmor policy groups can be defined for 
            these helpers using standard AppArmor D-Bus rules, etc. 

            Helpers do not need any modification - apps are either 
            allowed  to use them or not, and this is decided by AppArmor

            Some helpers help with mediation in some manner 

            With online accounts, the 'accounts' AppArmor policy group 
            allows an app to talk to online accounts, but online accounts 
            is modified to enforce user choice e.g., if an app can 
            use facebook or twitter

            This is done by providing meaningful contextual prompts 
            and online accounts can cache the results for this app 

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Access Rights: use aa-easyprof
           accounts - Can use Online Accounts
           audio - Can play audio
           camera - Can access the camera(s)
           connectivity - Can access coarse network connectivity info
           content_exchange - Can request/import data from other apps
           content_exchange_source - Can provide/export data to others
           location - Can access GeoLocation
           microphone - Can access the microphone
           networking - Can access the network
           sensors - Can access the sensors
           video - Can play video 

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor Action: 
         Launching:
           A normal executable is checked for a policy by the kernel
           If there is a policy, it is enforced

           A utility allows an executable to be run under a specific
           policy – policy can be changed during execution

           Many apps are scripts (QML) or html files

           Files executed from install paths inherit policy from parents

           Upon execution:
              Sandbox environment variables are created
                  A main variable indicates to the app it is sandboxed
                  Read/write access to directories & files
              Check to see whether app launch is authorized
              Execution is monitored for resource control & behavior

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor vs. Other Technologies: 
         Virtualization:
           Provides strong process isolation but is too heavyweight
           as every process needs its own VM, hence resources

         Seccomp:
           Restricts which syscalls a process can use

           Well suited for applications developed with privilege
           separation and internal sandboxing in mind  

           An application can be launched in a seccomp enforced jail
           but it is difficult for seccomp to enforce a system level policy 
           on tasks, applications, files and sockets

           Seccomp doesn't handle interactions between applications

        Docker and LXC containers:
           Lightweight alternative to virtualization

Application Confinement



  

   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor vs. Other Technologies: 
         Namespaces:
         A feature of the Linux kernel that isolates and virtualizes 
         system resources of a collection of processes. 
         Examples: process IDs, hostnames, user IDs, network access,
         interprocess communication, and filesystems. 

         Namespaces are a fundamental aspect of containers on Linux.

         Linux developers use the term namespace to refer to both 
         the namespace kinds, as well as to specific instances of
         these kinds.

         A Linux system is initialized with a single instance of each 
         namespace type.  After initialization, additional namespaces 
         can be created or joined.
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   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor vs. Other Technologies: 
         Docker:
         Docker containers wrap up a piece of software in a complete 
         filesystem that contains everything it needs to run: code, 
         system tools, system libraries, etc. 

         This guarantees that it will always run the same, regardless 
         of the environment it is running in.

         Docker provides an additional layer of abstraction and 
         automation of operating-system-level virtualization 

         Docker uses the resource isolation features of the Linux 
         kernel such as cgroups and kernel namespaces, and  
         special file systems to allow independent "containers" to 
         run within a single Linux instance, avoiding the overhead 
         of starting and maintaining virtual machines
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   Ubuntu Containment: AppArmor & App Isolation
      AppArmor vs. Other Technologies: 
         LXC containers:
         OS level virtualization for running multiple isolated Linux 
         systems (containers) on a control host

         The Linux kernel provides the cgroups functionality that 
         allows limitation and prioritization of resources (CPU, 
         memory, block I/O, network, etc.) without the need for 
         starting any virtual machines, and also namespace isolation 
         functionality that allows complete isolation of an app's view 
         of the operating environment, including process trees, 
         networking, user IDs and mounted file systems.

         LXC combines the kernel's cgroups and support for isolated 
         namespaces to provide an isolated environment for apps. 

         Docker can also use LXC as one of its execution drivers, 
         enabling image management and providing deployment 
         services.
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